
MALACHITE

    A Carbonate. Forms as crystals and as films on other minerals. Also forms in 
masses often banded in different shades of green.

    Metaphysical Properties: For physical pain. Clears and activates all 
chakras. Assist one in making transformations. Aids one with insight to find 
disorders. Is an equalizing and balancing stone and revitalize all the bodies. 
Helps one to attain goals. Promotes fidelity and friendship. Promotes loyalty in 
business. Protects one while flying. Enhances psychic abilities.

    Physical pain. Asthma. Tumors. Arthritis. Swollen joints. Broken bones. Torn 
muscles. Enhances immune system. Birthing. Menstrual cramps. Toothache.

Corresponding astrological sign : Taurus
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